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ABSTRACT: The Web is a huge repository of information in the form of text, image, audio, and video. People use search
engines, such as Google, Yahoo!, Bing, etc, to discover resources from this huge repository. Originally these general
purpose search engines are designed and optimized for English language. They fell short when they are used for locating
web resources of other languages such as Amharic. This is mainly due to the specific features of the language that are not
considered by those search engines. Amharic, which is a family of Semitic languages, is the working language of the
federal government of Ethiopia. Currently, there are significant numbers of Amharic documents on the Web. In this work,
we analyzed the specific features of Amharic language, designed a general architecture for Amharic Search Engine,
developed the necessary algorithm to realize it and implemented the same for searching Amharic language web documents.
The result of the work has become to be a complete language specific search engine that has a crawler, an indexer and a
query engine component that are optimized for the language they are designed, Amharic language.
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1. Introduction

Information, defined as a collection of facts from which conclusions may be drawn, is an important ingredient of the current
modern world we live in. The Web has made major collection of information accessible to everyone, anywhere. However, due
to the huge amount of information and some inherent properties of the Web, accessing information on the Web is not a trivial
task.

In the early days of the Web, people usually follow the link structure of web documents in hopes of finding the information
they sought [17]. This approach might be enough when the Web was small and its documents shared the same fundamental
purpose. But it is definitely inappropriate for the Web in its current status, which is very huge in size and very heterogeneous
and diverse in content. There are few approaches to access information on the Web: the first approach is that the user has to
know the precise address of the document s/he sought; the second one is to browse the prelisted human made hierarchical
directories such as Yahoo!; the last one is using a search engine. The first approach is prohibitive to find new information
from information collection as large as the Web. Human maintained lists cover popular topics effectively but are subjective,
expensive to build and maintain, slow to improve, and cannot cover all topics. Searching using search engines is a feasible
solution for finding information from a huge, dynamic and heterogeneous information collection like the Web. Search
engines are software programs that retrieve information from the Web. To use search engines, users usually submit a query,
typically a list of keywords, and receive a list of web pages that may be relevant to their query, usually pages that contain the
keyword(s).  Nowadays, search engines become a first choice for finding new information on the Web.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the motivation of the work. In section III we analyzed the
Amharic language. Related works are presented in section IV. In section V, the design and development of Amharic search
engine is presented. Experimental results are discussed in section VI. Finally conclusions are given in section VII.
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2. Motivation

As information technology invades more and more of the world, people increasingly unwilling to speak the language of
information technology – they want the technology to speak their language [16]. English was the lingua franca of the Web
in the first five years of its history. In mid 2000, the combined content from all other language exceeded English for the first
time [9]. With the Web threatening to become a ubiquitous channel for delivering information, the interfaces through which
users discover information have a major economic and political significance [8].

According to [5] Ethiopia took 0.4 % of Internet users out of Africa’s share in 2009. The statistics also shows that there was
an increase of users of Internet in Ethiopia by 3500% during the years 2000-2009. Due to this increase in Internet population
within the country and a large number of population that speaks the language in Diaspora, the number of web documents that
are written in Amharic language and Ethiopic script is increasing. However, there is no search tool that is specifically
designed for these Amharic web documents.

With a recent development of general search engines to support Multilanguage, accessing and retrieving Ethiopic documents
on the Web through these engines is possible, since the search engines index documents that are written in Ethiopic. Google,
for example, gives an interface called Google Ethiopia (www.google.com.et) that accepts Amharic queries written in Unicode
based font and returns relevant documents. Even if they don’t give Amharic interface, other general search engines such as
Yahoo! do index Amharic and allow searching for information from their index database. Considering the different nature of
Amharic language with that of English and the fact that most general purpose search engines are designed and developed
keeping English in mind, it is logical to ask questions such as  “Do general purpose search engines handle Amharic queries
effectively?”, “Do general purpose search engines consider the specific characteristics of the Amharic language?”. To
answer the above questions the following single and compound word queries were given to three general purpose search
engines, Google (www.google.com.et), Bing (www.Bing.com), Yahoo (www.yahoo.com), and results were found as shown in
Table 1 (Unicode based fonts were used).

 Table 1.  Results from search engines for selected Amharic queries (July, 2010)

The first three queries are the variants of the word              (means Ethiopia) with prefix     and suffix      and with out suffix. If
proper stemming had been applied, the results for these three words would have been comparable (if not the same) with that
of the results of the word             in each search engine. In Amharic, it is common to write some words in a short form using
forward slash (‘/’), for example                               - (means prime minister) can be written as                             . Being the case like
this, the two queries that contain the above mentioned compound word must have given the same result. But all three search
engines that are considered for this testing failed to support this feature of the language. In Amharic language among the 34
alphabets, 7 of them don’t have unique sound and can be used interchangeably in written documents [1].      and        are two
of the alphabets that have the same pronunciation and can be used interchangeably in natural language. Search engines
must take the special feature of those 7 letters into consideration for their retrieval. All the general purpose search engines
that are considered for this evaluation purpose failed to meet this requirement. The same holds true for words,
                                                         and                          . If proper stemming is applied, the prefix       and the suffix         will be stripped
off and give the same or comparable result for the three queries.

In addition to the above characteristics of the language, there exist multiple regional dialects of the spoken Amharic language
and the transliteration of words that are borrowed from foreign languages whose way of writing using the Amharic characters
are not standardized. It is a common practice that different people pronounce the same meaning words differently. Since there
is no standard reference to say that one is correct and the other is incorrect, people usually understand the different
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pronunciation as one and the same in practice. The absence of standard reference cannot allow us to change these differently
pronounced words to the same root, the trend is to accept and understand all as they are. This need a closer investigation so
as to make them accessible and being accommodated on Amharic search engine. For example the word morning can be written
as                                                                               etc.

From the above paragraphs we can clearly see that all the evaluated general purpose search engines do not consider the
special characteristics of the Amharic language. Therefore, the increasing number of Amharic documents on the Web and
lack of a search tool that is specifically designed for Amharic language motivates us to do this research.

3. Related Works

The one-size-fits-all philosophy of major general purpose search engines creates a problem on their performance towards
queries in non-English languages [5, 6]. Many language specific search engines have been developed to remedy these
problems that are created due to the specific nature of the language in use. The following sub-sections tries to review some
of those language specific search engines.

A. WebKhoj: Indian language IR from Multiple Character Encodings

Webkhoj is a search engine which gives users an opportunity to search in 10 top Indian languages. The engine supports
Hindi, Telugu, Tamil, Malayalam, Marathi, Kannada, Bengali, Punjabi, Gujarati, and Oriya [13]. In order to search or process
Indian language websites, Webkhoj transliterate all the encodings into one standard encoding and accept the user’s queries
in the same encoding and build the search index. The developers of the search engine use Unicode for the common standard
encoding. As the developer’s goal was to search web sites of specific languages (i.e. Indian), they are looking for a relatively
narrow segment of the Web. They used a language identification module and hence call it language focused crawling. The
language identification module returns the name of the language for a given web page. This module is aware of all the
proprietary encodings. This language identification module returns a language of the web page as Indian only, if the number
of words in a web page are above a given threshold value, i.e. they used word based method for language identification. The
engine uses TF-IDF based retrieval technique.

B. Tumba!: A Search Engine for Portuguese

Tumba! is a search engine specially crafted to archive and provide search services to a community Web formed by those
interested in subjects related to Portugal and the Portuguese people. Tumba! is being offered as a public service since
November 2002 [10]. The developers claimed that, although the search engine has a similar architecture with that of a global
search engines, it has a better knowledge of the location and organization of Portuguese Web sites. Tumba!’s repository is
built on a framework for parallel and incremental harvesting of web data. The search engine provide better rankings than
global search engines, as it makes use of context information based on local knowledge of the Portuguese Web and the
handling of the Portuguese language. The architecture of tumba! follows the pipelined (tiered) model of high performance
information systems. Information flows from Web publishing sources to end users through successive stages.

In the first stage, crawlers harvest web data referenced from an initial set of domain names and/or web site addresses, extract
references to new URLs contained in that data, and hand the contents of each located URL to the Web repository.

The indexing engine has a set of services that return a list of references to pages in the repository, matching a given list of
user-supplied keywords. Creation of indexes is performed in a parallel process that generates a set of inverted files, each
providing the list of pages where a range of the search terms can be found. The lists are presorted by the relative importance
of each page.

The ranking engine sorts the list of references produced by the indexing engine by the perceived relevance of the list of
pages. The presentation engine receives search results in a device-independent format and formats them to suit multiple
output alternatives, including Web browsers, mobile phones, PDAs and Web Services. The presentation engine can also
cluster search results in multiple ways, giving users the possibility of seeing results organized by topic, instead of based only
on the relevance of each matched page.
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4. The Amharic Language

Like most African nations, Ethiopia is a linguistically diverse country where more than 80 languages are used in day-to-day
communication. Although many languages are spoken in Ethiopia, Amharic is dominant in that it is spoken as a mother
tongue by a substantial segment of the population and it is the most commonly learned second language throughout the
country [11]. The language is the working language of the Federal government of the country (of 80 million people).

Amharic is a Semitic Language of the Afro-Asiatic language group that is related to Hebrew, Arabic, and Syrian. The
language is the second most spoken Semitic language in the world, next to Arabic. Amharic, a syllabic language, uses a script
that originated from the Ge’ez alphabet [1] called Ethiopic. Ethiopic, which is derived from the writing system of ancient South
Arabian inscriptions (Sabaean), is a uniquely Ethiopian writing system. The original Sabaean alphabet is said to have had 29
symbols. When Ge’ez (Semitic language) became the spoken and written language in common use in northern Ethiopia, it
took only 24 of the 29 Sabaean symbols, modify most of them, and added two new symbols that represent sounds of Greek
and Latin loanwords, not found in Ge’ez. The style of the writing was also modified to left to right. By the time Ge’ez ceased
to be a living spoken and writing language and replaced by Amharic, further changes took place. Amharic did not discriminate
in adopting the Ge’ez alphabet; it took all of the symbols [2] and added some new ones that represent sounds not found in
Ge’ez.

Currently, the language’s writing system contains 34 base characters (called fidels) each of which occurs in a basic form and
six other forms known as orders. The seven orders represent syllable combinations consisting of a consonant following
vowel. The 34 basic characters and their orders give 238 distinct symbols. In addition, there are forty others which contain a
special feature usually representing labialization e.g.               etc. In Amharic there is no Capital-Lower case distinction. The
language has its own punctuation marks and number system.

The global era and the advent of the Information Society demonstrate the need for Ethiopians not only to develop their
information and communication infrastructure but also create an enabling environment for information and knowledge
sharing with their own alphabet [18]. Although there are many indigenous endeavors in computerizing the Ethiopic Alphabet,
the work done so far is not yet entirely suited for real information processing. Today, there are over 40 Ethiopic word
processing software products available, each with its own character set, encoding system, typeface names, and keyboard
layout [18].

There is an obvious lack of standards in the computerization of the Ethiopic Alphabet despite the attempts of several
associations to harmonize the Ethiopic Character sets in order to have a unique encoding system. However, the effort that
has been exerted on Amharic language is an exemplary for other languages that has less representation in the Information
Technology world [19]. One of such encouraging development is the inclusion of the Ethiopic in the Unicode 3.0 standard
released in the year 2000. Unicode provides a unique number for every character, no matter what the platform, no matter what
the program, no matter what the language. Ethiopic has secured its block in Unicode code table (U+1200 – U+137F). A number
of Amharic word processing software vendors have adapted their fonts to comply with the Unicode standard (e.g. power
geez, visual geez, Afenegus, etc).

5. Design & Development of Amharic Search Engine

In designing a search engine, especially language specific one, typical features of the language play a pivotal role. Having
efficient and effective indexing and searching mechanisms are one of the requirements in designing every IR system. In
addition, our search engine takes the following typical feature of Amharic language, which affects the retrieval of the
language’s document from the Web, in to consideration.

Morphological variant of words:  Amharic is a morphologically rich language where up to 120 words can be conflated to a
single stem [12]. This clearly shows that stemming has a profound effect on the retrieval process of the language documents.
Repetitive alphabets (fidels): The Amharic script underwent changes when it was borrowed from Ge’ez. Through the
adaptation process and other factors the Amharic writing system got some problems. One of the problems is the presence of
“repetitive” alphabets in the language’s writing system. These fidels (alphabets) have the same pronunciation but different
symbols. Although these different fidels give each word different meaning in Ge’ez, in Amharic language they have been
used interchangeably. These fidels are                                                                                                        .   For example, the word
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 “sun” can be written as,                                                   etc all mean the same, although they are written differently. Therefore,
an IR system for the language’s documents must give special attention to these alphabets.

Short form of compound words: In Amharic language, it is common to write some words in shorter form using forward slash
(“/”) or period (“.”). For example, the word                                      (u can be written as                  A search engine designed for
Amharic language must consider this feature of the language.

Spelling variation of a word: Amharic language words sometimes face problems in spelling thereby resulting in multiple
spelling variants for the same word. As Amharic orthography reflects the spoken phonetic features to a large extent, one can
believe that there is no notion of “spelling” in Amharic [20]. For example, the Amharic word               which means ‘Lion’ is also
written as                 . The main reasons for such problems can be attributed to the multiple regional dialects of the spoken
language and the transliteration of words that are borrowed from foreign languages whose spellings are not standardized.
These words are frequently used by Amharic language users. But there is no standardization in spelling for such words
which in turn result in huge variation in transliteration (see Table 2 for illustration).

Table 2. Different way of writing some words with the same meaning

Our search engine is designed to index only Amharic language documents available on the Web and make them available for
search. The search engine has three components: the Amharic Crawler, the Amharic Indexer, and the Amharic Query
Engine Component. These components have unique sub-components that give special consideration to the typical
characteristics of the language they are designed for. The Crawler is responsible for collecting Amharic language documents
from the Web. The Indexer component builds indexes from documents that it gets from the Crawler. It also tokenizes, removes
stopwords, apply stemming to the words before it indexes. This index is used by the Query Engine to satisfy user needs. The
detail architectural design of the Amharic search engine is shown in Figure 1. The following sub-sections describe each
component briefly.

A. The Amharic Crawler

In order to develop a language specific search engine, we need to have a language focused crawler. Traversing the whole
country domain (ccTLD) is a common way to get web pages of a certain language. However, due to the internationalization
force and economical reasons, web pages relating to a given language or a given country are frequently being put on web
servers outside the national domain name [7]. So, traversing ccTLD for getting web pages of a certain language or about a
certain country will lose those pages that are under gTLD (generic Top Level Domain) such as “.com”, “.net”, “.org”, etc.
This is much more pronounced in countries like Ethiopia, which has a significant number of population in Diaspora. There are
many web pages in different languages of the country that are created by this Diaspora population and hosted under
domains other than “.et”, the national domain name of Ethiopia. These important web resources should be fetched
systematically for the development of Amharic search engine. The Crawler component of our search engine will traverse the
Web (starting from seed URLs) and fetch those web pages with Amharic content. In light with this, our Crawler is a focused
one (language focused crawler) with two sub-components: Crawler and Categorizer. Crawler is responsible for downloading
a page from the Web. After the page is fetched we have to determine if the page is Amharic or not. Those pages that are
Amharic will be processed further, the rest will be discarded. The Categorizer sub component classifies a page based on the
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Figure 1.  Architecture of Amharic Search Engine

language it is written (i.e. whether the page is Amharic or not). The further processing includes links extraction, indexing, etc.
Discarding non-Amharic pages, which is used as a heuristic to avoid non-important pages, will help not to extract links from
those pages that most likely are non-Amharic pages. This tally with the assumption of language locality on the Web that
language focused crawlers is usually based on. This heuristic is the same approach that hard-focused crawlers use. For
determining whether the page is Amharic or not, we need to separate the text of the document from other structures, for
example from different presentation tags in HTML.

After the content of the page is separated from presentation, the text is feed to the Categorizer, which determines the natural
language of the document. The Categorizer is the heart of language focused crawlers that distinguishes them from generic
crawlers. We choose n-gram based technique for language identification, due to its high accuracy in identification, its
resilience to typographical errors, and its minimal data requirement for training [15]. LIM, an n-gram based software, developed
by Japanese researchers for their project called Language Observatory Project (LOP1) is used to identify the language of
downloaded pages. LIM can identify Language, Script, and Encoding of a given document simultaneously. We made some
minor modification on the software so as to make it suitable for our purpose.

Our LIM based classifier classifies a page as Amharic if the language is Amharic and the script is “Ethiopic”, and the matching
is greater or equal to 60%. A matching of 60% is selected to incorporate multilingual documents with Amharic content
occupies greater proportion. LIM also identifies different encodings of the Amharic language.

B. Amharic Indexer

The output of the Crawler component, mainly the repository, is an input for the indexer component. The indexer component
has the following sub-components:

1 http://gii2.nagaokaut.ac.jp
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• Character encoding identifier and converter
• A normalization component
• Stopwords removal component
• Stemming component
• A component that stores (indexes) a word (term) with some necessary information such as term Frequency (TF), Inverse
Document Frequency (IDF), etc.

Lucene2, an open source IR library, plays a pivotal role in indexing process. One of the tasks in indexing component of our
search engine is to integrate the Amharic language features with that of Lucene library.

Character encoding identifier and converter Component

The Amharic web documents downloaded by the Amharic crawler are represented in Unicode and non-Unicode encodings.
To identify these documents, a character encoding identification module is used. If non-Unicode Amharic web documents
are available then they are converted to Unicode representation before passing to the next processing. Among the different
encodings that exist today for Amharic language web documents, Unicode (UTF-8) is selected because more and more
Internet standard protocols designate Unicode as the default encoding and there will be a significant shift towards the use
of the encoding on web pages [17].

Normalization Component

This component handles most of the Amharic language unique features.  The downloaded Amharic pages are passed
through different processes before they are stored in the Index. The character streams will be tokenized in to words by taking
white space and Amharic punctuation marks as word demarcations. Shorter forms of a word will be replaced by its expanded
form. Then, the words will be checked for stopwords.  If the word is a stopword or if it is a variant of a stopword, it will be
removed. The remaining non-stopwords will be stemmed to reduce them to their common form. The final result of all these
processes is stored as an index in a structure that is appropriate for fast searching. The algorithm for this component is
depicted in Figure 2 below. The following paragraphs describe the processes in this component.

Tokenization

Tokenization breaks the stream of characters into raw terms or tokens by detecting word boundaries of a written text.
Amharic language has its own punctuation marks that demarcate words, sentences, etc. For example, the punctuation
“:” (hulet netib) demarcates words whereas the punctuation “::”  (arat netib) shows end of a sentence.  Nevertheless,
nowadays it is not uncommon to see the language’s writings (electronic or paper based) that use white spaces to
demarcate words instead of punctuation marks. The tokenization component in this work demarcates words using
Amharic punctuation marks and white spaces. Hyphenated words such as                                      are tokenized as they
 are tokenized as they are, i.e. as a single word.

Repetitive Alphabets

As mentioned earlier, in Amharic writing system there are alphabets with the same pronunciations but different
representation. These alphabets can be used interchangeably with out any meaning difference. A routine is included
that changes these alphabets to one common form.

Short words

In Amharic, some compound words can be written in a short form using forward slash (“/”) or dot (“.”).The short
form of words can be expanded as single or a combination of two words.           , which is expanded as                           (means
Addis Ababa), is an example for the latter.               is a short form of the single word                      (means teacher). If
two words are written in a shorter form using “/” or “.”, these words are usually go together, i.e. they are phrases.
Hence, if the shorter form of a word is given as a query in information retrieval systems, the expanded form should

2 http://lucene.apache.org/
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be treated as a phrase.  For example, if a user enters                  (means office) as a query, s/he is interested in the phrase
                      not either the word                            or du only.

Stopwords Removal
As stopwords have little or no discriminating value for IR purpose, they should be removed. A list of Amharic
stopwords (77 in number) is used in this work. In Amharic some of stopwords exist in different forms due to addition
of affixes. For example, the stopword               (means in) may appear as:                                                                                   ,
etc. A routine is included to handle such behavior.

Figure 2.  Algorithm of the Normalizer
Stemming

As mentioned earlier, Amharic is a morphologically rich language. It is possible to create many words by attaching different
affixes to a stem. For this work, a stemming algorithm that was developed by Alemayehu and Willett [12] is adopted. We did
some re-work on the algorithm so as to fit it for our purpose.  The original algorithm is an aggressive algorithm that tries to
stem a given Amharic word for both inflectional and derivational morphology. The adaptation of the stemmer is done as
follows.

First, we only want to stem inflectional morphology of the language. Particularly, we want to stem number (singular/plural),
tense, gender, and case differences. We carefully selected those affixes that are usually used for inflectional morphology. We
selected and used 33 suffixes and 17 prefixes for this work. Some of them are the following:

Number:

Case:

Tense:

The original stemmer is based on the idea that Amharic language writing system is alphabetic, i.e. vowels and consonants are
written separately. The suffix and the prefix removing algorithms assume that vowels are represented in writings. However,
there is a different school of thought that says Amharic writing system is syllabry, i.e. vowels are not represented in writings
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After selecting the suffix and affix words that we are going to use for our work, we identified those with vowels. We study the
effect of those affixes with vowels on a word before and after their removal. From our careful examination, suffixes with
vowels do create problems for our purpose. In the original algorithm when the suffix with a vowel is removed, it changed the
last character of the word to sades (six order of a character). Based on this, we select those suffixes with vowels, we removed
the vowels and take only the consonant as a suffix, for example the affix -           will become -      after removing the vowel    .
In light with this, the modified algorithm works as follows: If the word contains these suffixes (suffixes with vowels), the
suffixes will be removed and the last character of the word (after removing the affix) will be changed to sades. The following
table (Table 3) shows the effect of the original stemmer and the modified one on some words.

Table 3.  Comparison of Stemmers

From the above table we can clearly see that the out put of the two approaches are the same.

Indexing

All the pre-processing operations (tokenization, stopword removal, stemming, etc) are applied on the text before it is indexed
in Lucene index. Lucene has built-in analyzers, most of them for English language. It has also analyzers for non-English
language such as German and Russian. Since there is no analyzer for Amharic, we developed our own.

A. The Amharic Query Engine Component

This component lets the user enter queries in Amharic and retrieve the “relevant” documents for the given query. It has
a text box that lets the user enter his/her query in Amharic. It has a          - (means submit) button. Lucene plays an important
role in this component too. The query will be parsed, normalized, checked against stopwords list, and stemmed. The processed
query will be searched in the index and the relevant documents will be returned. Since Lucene uses only text based scoring,
we added a link based (Backlink count) scoring for ranking retrieved documents.

Developing a full fledged, functional search engine is a resource intensive task. It needs a lot of time and money to invest.
Computer hardware and network bandwidth are the two important resources that are needed to develop such a system.

Our system is developed and tested on a single PC of Intel® Pentium® IV CPU with 2.00GHZ speed, 256 MB of RAM, 40GB
of hard Disk capacity, with Microsoft Windows XP Professional operating system. We used a bandwidth of 6MB/sec that is

of the language. To the best of our knowledge the second group argument is the one that is manifested in the written
documents of the language, whether electronic or not. Unicode consortium gives codes to Ethiopic alphabet based on the
second group argument.

How can we remove vowels that are not even represented in writings? One solution that we have was, to change the
documents in a format that is appropriate for the algorithm. This means to change the one that is written in syllabry writing
system to the alphabetic writing system. This clearly is a tedious and time consuming task. The approach that we followed
to solve this problem is stated below.
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shared among tens of thousands of Addis Ababa University community. Different third party tools have been used in the
development process for example, text extraction tools, Lucene IR library, etc.

6.  Experimental Results

Our search engine is evaluated using precision-recall evaluation metrics to test its effectiveness. Some selected queries are
also used to make sure whether it meets the design requirements of the work. Moreover, the crawler is also tested individually.
Two runs of crawling were done. The first run of crawling started using the following seed urls: am.wikitionary.com,
www.ena.gov.et, www.waltainfo.com, www2.dw- world.de/Amharic, www.ethiopiawakeu.net. The first crawler was a single
threaded one. It downloads 2.3 pages per minutes in average, which was very slow. The crawler is rewritten again as a
multithreaded one. In the second crawling the crawler downloads 84 pages per minute. This second crawler processed 49128
pages and found 25420 pages with Amharic content.

Meeting the design requirements is one factor that we used to evaluate our search engine. The following screen shots and
explanations explain whether our system meets its design requirements. A user can enter a morphological variant (inflectional
morphology) of a word as a query and must get the same result. The following screen shot (Figure 3) shows the result for
the query            (means person). From the result (with bold format) we can see that the inflectional morphology of the query
such as         (case),              (case),         (number) are also included in the result.

Figure 3.  Result for the Query “

Interchangeable alphabets are mentioned earlier as one of the problems of the Amharic writing system. Our search engine
incorporates the solution for the abovementioned problem in its internal working. Below (Figure 4) is a result for query
     (means work).

From the result we can see that both         and        (where       is replaced by its common fidel      ) are included in the set of relevant
documents.
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As stated earlier, words in Amharic can be written in a shorter for using “/” or “.”. It is also mentioned that if this shorter forms
of a word are expanded, they should be treated as a phrase. The following screen shots (Figure 6, and Figure 7) show the
result for two pair of queries           and “                    ” (where the first is the shorter form of the second) and for the word          (Figure
5). From the result we can see that the query         and the phrase query “                        ” give the same set of documents. Where
as, the result set for the query           contains the query both in its shorter and expanded form.

Figure 4.  Result for of the Query

Figure 5. Result for the Query

Figure 6.  Result for the Query

Figure 7. Result for the PhraseQuery
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Therefore, we can clearly see that our search engine indeed meets the design requirements that are discussed in section V.
IR systems are usually evaluated using Precision and Recall. To evaluate our system with the above two measures, we
selected 75 news documents and 11 queries were also collected from Computer Science post-graduate students who are
regular followers of news and have experience in using web search engines. The queries and the relevance of the document
collection were evaluated by domain expert. From the above table the Average precision and average recall for “OR” operator
is 65% and 95 % respectively. For the “AND” operator the average precision and recall is 99% and 52% respectively. From the
table also shows that displaying only 10 results has an effect on the precision, which result in better user “satisfaction”.

Where T-Rel – total number of documents that relevant to the query in the collection
           Ret - total number of documents retrieved by the system
           R-Ret – total number of returned documents that are relevant to the query
           T-10 P – precision with respect to the top 10 relevant documents retrieved
           P – Precision
           R- Recall

7. Conclusion

Since its invention, the WWW has become a vital means of facilitating global communication, publishing, e-commerce, and
a huge repository of information in the form of text, audio, video, and image. Making this wealth of information accessible to
the user is what information retrieval tools try to do. Many languages have been represented in the cyber space and others
are still struggling to join this universe. Amharic language is one of the languages that have a representation in the global
information space. Even if there is no exact statistics about the number of web documents of the language, there are a
significant number of them on the Web. The increasing trend of the number of Internet users in Ethiopia, the significant
number of Ethiopian users in the Diaspora and the inclusion of the language’s alphabets in Unicode will foster the creation
of web documents using the language script in the future. This research dealt with the design and development of a web
search engine for Amharic web documents. The tool incorporates the typical features of the language in its design as well as
in its implementation.

General purpose search engines are designed mainly for English language. Non-English queries submitted to these search
engines usually are not handled properly [3, 4, 6]. This is mainly because of the languages’ special characteristics that are not
taken into consideration by those search engines. Amharic language has many distinct features that affect the information
retrieval of the language’s documents on the Web. General purpose search engines don’t handle Amharic queries well, as
they don’t other non–English queries such as Arabic or Chinese.

The work came up with a complete language specific search engine that has a crawler, an indexer and a query engine
component. These components are optimized for the language they are designed, Amharic language. Additional features can
be added or the existing components of our search engine can be modified in order to increase its performance.

Table 4.  Precision-Recall Evaluation Result
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